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Abstract
In [Dit99a] and [Dit99b], Ditlevsen analized large data sets found in Greenland ice cores, that describe the
paleoclimatic temperature evolution. In order to understand the statistics of the times series on a conceptual level,
he proposed a model of a particle moving in a double well potential driven by heavy tailed noise.
For simple SDE models of that type Imkeller and Pavlyukevich investigated the asymptotics of exit and
transition times for vanishing noise intensity rigorously in [IP06a], [IP06b] and [IP06c]. In contrast to the Wiener
case, for which exponential growth is observed [FW98], these models show polynomial growth rates.
This talk will be concerned with a generalization of this concept to a SPDE case with polynomial potential
with heavy tailed noise. After a heuristic motivation and a discussion about arising problems, the asymptotic exit
and transition times as well as metastability for vanishing noise will be presented.
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